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Local grid refinements along fault traces are used for gridding of fault zones. The idea here is that the faults are not only planes, but instead occupy a volume. The grid inside the fault zone is finer since we want to model a higher degree of heterogeneities inside the fault zone than in the rest of the grid.

The generation of the local grid for the fault zones is implemented in Havana, using the ECLIPSE grid format. The ECLIPSE grid format is a standard grid format for modeling and simulating grids and Havana has extensive support both for this format, and for general fault modeling.
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1 Introduction

This document describes the generation of a local grid refinement using Havana. The local grid refinements envelopes the faults, and is used as basis for the modeling of the fault zones.

2 Technical description

The local grid refinement is done in a corner point grid in the ECLIPSE format.

![Local grid overview.](image)

Figure 1. Local grid overview. The first figure shows the original coarse grid, with the desired fault zone in red. The second figure shows the refined local grid with continuous top and bottoms. The third figure shows the local grid merged into the coarse grid.

A simplified workflow is given below:

1. The location of the fault zone must be found or given.

2. The fault zone area is split into a separate grid, where the grid resolution is increased, and the top and bottom surfaces are smoothened.

3. Fault facies are modeled inside the local grid.

4. The local grid is merged together with the coarse grid.

2.1 Making the fault zone

Support for three different methods for defining the location of the local grid is implemented:

1. Explicit definition of the position of the local grid.

2. Using a FAULTED Boolean parameter.

3. Using the ECLIPSE FAULTS parameter, defining the fault traces.

The first method has the disadvantage that it gives a lot of manual work, making it extremely cumbersome, and virtually impossible to use on all but the simplest cases.
The second method works reasonably well, but since the crossings between faults is not well defined, the interpolation gives upper and lower surfaces that are the same for both faults, giving a too large local grid.

The solution to these problems is to give the fault location explicitly. Since we are working on the Eclipse grid, this is easiest done by using the FAULTS keyword. The algorithm is illustrated in Figure 2-Figure 4.

The fault intersections are taken first to ensure that the area around the fault intersections have smooth top and bottom surfaces. After this we refine the defined area around each segment of the faults, but making sure that each area only is refined once.

The top and bottom surfaces of the grid are found by first finding the top and bottom cell in each area, and then interpolate the surface from this cell. The top and bottom cells are found by
checking if there are some gaps between neighbor cells, indicating faults, and when doing the interpolation we check for gaps to make sure that we only interpolate when needed.

The exported local grid consists of a grid made up by all the single local grids that were made above. Since an Eclipse grid must be square, the rest of the grid is set inactive.

### 2.2 Merging of local grid and coarse grid
The merging of the local grid and global grid is pretty straightforward. The different parts of the local grid are added to the coarse grid as local grid refinements. The only issue is to map the local grid cells to the corresponding grid cells in the global grid. This is done by comparing the location of the pillars in the local grid and the global grid.

### 2.3 Generation of upper and lower intensities
The LGREclipse action can also generate upper and lower intensities for the local grid. The upper and lower intensities are scaled according to distance to fault surface, position in grid (near bottom or top), and the fault throw.

### 3 Model file
Below is an example model file using the LGREclipse action to generate a local grid around the fault zone.

```
ACTION          LGREclipse \\

! Reading the Eclipse grid and permeability data:
INPUT_ECLIPSE  grids/coarsegrid.grdecl \\

! Local grid refinement, x, y and z direction
GRID_REFINEMENT  FAULTS  2 2 2  3 \\
GENERATE_UPPER_LOWER \\
EXPORT_LOCAL_GRIDS grids/localgrid_nostrain.grdecl \\
```

The INPUT_ECLIPSE keyword specifies the input file in ECLIPSE format. This file should contain ECLIPSE fault information using the FAULTS keyword. The GRID_REFINEMENT keyword gives the parameters for the local grid refinement. The first parameter specifies the method for finding the local grid. This should usually be FAULTS. Other options are possible, and discussed in Making the fault zone. The next three numbers are the grid refinement in x, y and z direction, while the last number is the number of cells on each side of the fault surface that shall be included in the local grid.

The GENERATE_UPPER_LOWER keyword specifies that UPPER and LOWER parameters should be calculated, while the EXPORT_LOCAL_GRIDS keyword gives the output ECLIPSE file for the local grid.

The LGREclipse action can also be used for merging a local grid with a coarse grid. An example of a model file using this functionality is given below:
ACTION        LGREclipse \

! Reading the Eclipse grid and permeability data:  
INPUT_ECLIPSE   grids/coarsegrid.grdecl \ 

! The output grid: 
OUTPUT_ECLIPSE grids/mergedgrid.grdecl \ 
IMPORT_LOCAL_GRID LGR1 \
IMPORT_INPUT_ECLIPSE grids/localgridfinal.grdecl \ 

The INPUT_ECLIPSE keyword specifies the original coarse grid, which also must have been used when originally generating the local grid. The OUTPUT_ECLIPSE keyword specifies the output file for the merged grid. IMPORT_LOCAL_GRID and IMPORT_INPUT_ECLIPSE specify the name that will be used for the local grid and the file containing the local grid. The local grid is added to the merged grid as a local grid refinement, identified with the given name.

4 Shortcomings

There are still some areas where the local grid refinement can be improved, including the following:

- The method for interpolating the top and bottom surfaces is still pretty crude, giving irregular surfaces in some cases, especially if the original surface curves a lot.

- The grids inside the fault zone are not always continuous; the corners of neighbor cells do not always correspond. Especially the case with grids that contain a varying number of active grid cells in the different columns, give complicated grids inside the fault zone.

- The calculating of the UPPER and LOWER intensities is very slow, and gives intensities that does not correspond well with reality. In the future the FaultZone action will be used to calculate the UPPER and LOWER intensities instead.